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A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Including all twenty-six alphabet letters often requires making use of very jazzy words.
Sixty zippers were quickly picked from the woven jute bag.

We promptly judged antique ivory buckles for the next prize.
Crazy Fredrick bought many very exquisite opal jewels.

All questions asked by five watch experts amazed the judge.
My grandfather picks up quartz and valuable onyx jewels.

We have just quoted on nine dozen boxes of gray lamp wicks.
Fred specialized in the job of making very quaint wax toys.

The job of waxing linoleum frequently peeves chintzy kids.
A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats.

Six crazy kings vowed to abolish my quite pitiful jousts.
Autumn was quiet except for the crunch of golden brown leaves dizzy from their journey back to earth.